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Hiring to scale
Bringing in the catalysts
& engaging the village
Hiring plays a crucial role in transforming from a start-up into a scale-up. Whether you have the
right people to transform the organization and whether they are in the right place at the right
time to accelerate your growth depends upon whom you engage and how. Hiring to scale is so
much more than going through the motions of writing vacancies and selecting the best candidates. It is a matter of transforming the organization.
Our research and practice at ScaleUpNation suggests that building and transforming your organization through hiring to scale consists of two elements:
•

Bringing in the catalysts. You hire em-

•

Engaging the village. While scaling, the

ployees with the functional expertise,

pace and direction of growth is unpredict-

scale-up experience and management skills

able and your funds are limited. You can

that can accomplish this task. This requires

gain flexibility while making the most out

you to up your hiring process.

of your still limited resources by leveraging
external collaboration.

Hiring to scale is a
matter of transforming
the organization.
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Bringing in the catalysts
A scale-up is not merely a big start-up: scaling

duces stress: we want people that have lived

requires organizational transformation. Your

through rapid transformation before. Manage-

processes are no longer purely informal, but

ment skills are needed because a scale-up is an

become much more organized and structured.

organization of motivated people to be direct-

You are shifting from development mode to

ed for success, guided, and coached.

delivery mode, so you need to ramp up sales
and delivery. And you shift from a singular

In order to effectively bring in this expertise,

customer orientation to multi-stakeholder

experience and skills, you need to up your HR

management.

process. What does this entail? A lot actually,
and to avoid a laundry list of to-do’s, below

A scale-up is not merely
a big start-up: scaling
requires organizational
transformation.

we summarized the best practices we gathered as an end-to-end journey from proactive
planning to fostering diversity.

Scale-ups hire the best
while stall-ups hire for
optimal team fit.

To successfully make this transition, you need
to bring in new talent. We know that scale-ups
hire the best while stall-ups hire for optimal
team fit. But what does it mean to hire “the
best”? In our research, we find that it means
functional expertise, scale-up experience and
management skills. Functional expertise (e.g.
in sales, operations, IT, etc.) is required because there is no time to learn through internal
development: we need people who understand exactly what needs to be done. Scale-up
experience (e.g., in managing multi-stakeholders, leading organizational transformation)
allows to recognize patterns and hence re-

Key Learnings
What do “the best” have?
•

Functional Expertise, required
to design for business objectives

•

Scale-up Experience, so they
can recognize patterns

•

Management Skills, to immediately deliver to expectations
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Act 1: Hiring for the future
organization

Act 4: Making assessment
objective

Even if the path of growth is not fully predict-

A lack of structure in the hiring process brings

able, it is important to plan your hiring based on

the risk of amplifying unconscious biases (e.g.,

anticipated future needs.. Reactive hiring, i.e.,

“click with the founder”). So, you need pre-es-

filling immediate vacancies, means that you are

tablished criteria, a large number of candidates

always one step behind.

for each position and an objective assessment

Act 2: Updating your proposition

or, at least, a variety of interviewers.

Act 5: Moving fast in conversion

In order to attract the right people to the organization, you need to make clear what you

Hiring takes time, especially in large, more bu-

propose in terms of role, responsibility, resourc-

reaucratic enterprises. You win the best talent

es, and rewards. This proposition is changing

by acting faster and more decisively. One scale-

now that the company scales. You are no longer

up MT member put it this way:

offering someone to join a start-up team. So,

“The technical engineers that we are interested

update your proposition and check whether it

in get job offers from really big places and can

resonates with all the right candidates.

make a lot of money there. So, we made our

Act 3: Leveraging business
momentum

process incredibly fast. For instance, we agreed
upon the salary beforehand and sent the offer
right after the interview. This helped us outpace
the established competition.”

The sheer fact that you are scaling is in itself a
big attraction for potential employees. As one
scale-up CEO put it: “Every week, I stand on a

Act 6: Turning everyone into an
ambassador

podium and explain what our new technology
is about, and that we are making real business

This point is summarized by a scale-up leader

traction. This triggers quite impressive people to

who says: “One thing I learned along the way

approach us and ask if they could work with us.

is how important it is to keep everyone hap-

Who doesn’t want to work for a high-perform-

py during the selection of new people, so that

ing scale-up?”

the candidates who don’t make it feel that the
company they applied for is still an amazing

“Who doesn’t want to work for
a high-performing scale-up?”

company. They will share their experiences with
others, so it’s very very important to keep people feeling at ease and have fun with them.”
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Act 7: Doubling down on
onboarding

into the team without losing the new perspectives your latest senior hire is bringing to the
table. As one scale-up CEO put it: “We brought

You can hire the best, but still end up with an

in a senior to help with our operational challeng-

ineffective team without proper onboarding

es. I hoped from day one that everything would

of new hires. One scale-up CEO learned it from

be great, but that was not the case. There were

experience: “The most important thing is to give

moments where I thought: “Okay! I’m going to

people a lot of guidance when they come in.

let this guy go, because he’s a clear misfit for

And especially at a senior level. If you just as-

the company”. But now I’ve grown to realize:

sume that they are the experts and will tell us

“We really needed this!”. We had totally differ-

what to do, you are completely mistaken. You

ent expectations, but gradually drew towards

need to spend a lot of time making them under-

each other. It was give and take from both sides.

stand your strategy, culture and ways of work-

We really learned how to work together while

ing. Otherwise, they will just stay in their own

appreciating our differences.”

smaller bubble of their expertise.” When onboarding is done properly, it is never completed:
it evolves into continuous nurturing in line with

Key Learnings

the evolving needs of the scale-up.

You can hire the best, but still
end up with an ineffective
team without proper
onboarding of new hires.

Professionalise your HR process:
•

Hire for your future organization

•

Update your proposition

•

Leverage business momentum

•

Make your assessment objective

•

Move fast in converting hires

•

Turn everyone into an ambassador

•

Double down on onboarding

•

Foster diversity

Act 8: Fostering diversity
You are hiring for the best expertise, experience
and skills, not fit with the team. On top of that,
you are hiring people to help you transform the
organization, which is bound to bring tension.
Because of this, you want to bring integration
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Engaging the village
“We have limited resources and there’s so much
to do.” “We are a company of 20 people and we
want to change the world.” Looking at a scaleup from a broader perspective, it is so obvious:
you should leverage your entire ecosystem as
team members if you ever want to get the task
done.

Putting everyone on the
payroll is too inflexible and
costly. Instead, you need to
engage external collaborators.

“Things change so quickly.” “We have to deal

Leveraging the village comes in many forms and

with so much uncertainty: who knows what we

shapes. You work with freelancers and subcon-

are all doing in 3 years from now.” “An employ-

tractors as de facto team members. You form

ment contract for an indefinite period feels so

commercial partnerships with other firms, e.g., in

out of place, especially for our seniors.” Scale-

sales. You engage a rich network of informal col-

ups need fluid boundaries. They need to adapt

laborators, e.g., experts and mentors. You work

to emerging needs and quickly respond to

closely together with your customers and lever-

changes in the direction of growth by engaging

age their people. You have ties with research

new people. And they often need to let existing

institutes and leading researchers. What is your

team members go, even if their performance

ratio of contributors on the pay-roll versus off

was strong, but the needs have changed. Put-

the pay-roll? 10:1?

ting everyone on the payroll is too inflexible and
costly. Instead, you need to engage external

You get to the right ratio by building a true

collaborators to maintain flexibility.

community. This starts with developing and
communicating a shared mission and vision

Finally, by involving the third party resources

instead of advertising vacancies or tendering for

you can scale much more rapidly than if you

projects. This draws people to the organization

were hiring people on an individual basis.

in a meaningful way and opens up opportunities
to find fitting collaborators. The engagement of

In other words, you need to leverage the village

potential collaborators can then grow organical-

to scale.

ly. No need to get married right away, let’s date
first. Engage in short collaboration projects and
create opportunities for growing engagement
if you are on to something. Step up the level
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of engagement on the basis of your collaboration experience so far - does it taste like more?
This also means crafting open-ended contracts

This Research

instead of closed ones. To take the analogy of
Joint Venture success: about half of JVs succeed,

This paper is written by Liselore Havermans,

and those that do are often successful in ways

Ji-ye Oh, Anna Fenko, Jörgen Sandig and Menno

not initially anticipated.

van Dijk. The research is conducted by ScaleUpLab and supported by the Goldschmeding

Building a true community means being inclu-

Foundation and Europees Fonds voor Regionale

sive and appreciative. The success of your scale-

Ontwikkeling (EFRO). This research has benefit-

up will have many mothers and fathers. If it

ted from valuable ongoing dialogue with many

stalls, it will be your lonely stepchild.

scale-up CEOs and external experts.
In our deep dives, we bring together a diversity

Key Learnings
Parties that can help you quickly respond
to changes in the pace/direction of growth:
•

Freelancers and subcontractors

•

Commercial partners

•

Informal collaboration, experts and supporters, mentors

•

Value added support from VCs, accelerators, service providers

•

Customers

•

Research institutes

of relevant perspectives on insights from literature review and the theme at hand: perspectives
from scale-up CEO’s and other scale-up leaders,
theme experts from practice and academia.
We do this to discover and create knowledge
together, because the process of scaling is too
complex for any of us to fully grasp from our
individual perspectives.
These deep dives revolve around reflexive dialogues in which all research participants explore
a theme together. First, we discover together
what is already known in research and practice. Second, we broaden our perspectives and
develop new insights by challenging our own
perspectives.
We alternate between zooming in and out while
keeping our focus on the core theme (in this
case, hiring the best in scale-ups). We zoom in
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by asking ourselves what patterns we can distill

We support the translation of our learning into

from diving into the similarities and differences

action by sharing our emerging insights with the

of our experiences. We zoom out by critically re-

broader scale-up community, integrating them

flecting on insights from literature review and by

in our development programs for scale-ups, and

asking ourselves why we see what we see and

developing tools to support scale-ups in their

how else we could approach the problem.

process of scaling.
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